Modulation transfer function measurement of CT images by use of a circular edge method with a logistic curve-fitting technique.
We propose a method for measuring the modulation transfer function (MTF) of a computed tomography (CT) system by use of a circular edge method with a logistic curve-fitting technique. An American College of Radiology (ACR) phantom was scanned by a Philips Brilliance system, and axial images were reconstructed by the filtered back projection algorithm with a standard reconstruction filter. The radial MTF was measured from a disk image of a rod or cylinder in the ACR phantom by use of the circular edge method. In this study, we applied a logistic curve-fitting technique to an edge-spread function (ESF) to eliminate noise because the edge method is very susceptible to noise in the ESF in a CT image. The circular edge method with the logistic curve-fitting technique provided the MTF without fluctuations due to noise for the entire spatial frequency range. The MTF was not affected by the tube current, the slice thickness, or the disk contrast, which were factors related to the amount of noise in the CT image. However, the MTF was affected by the location of the disk and by the disk size, depending on the average distance from the isocenter to the disk edge. Our results indicated that the MTF measured by the circular edge method with the logistic curve-fitting technique was not susceptible to noise in CT images. Therefore, this method is useful for MTF measurement for not only high-contrast objects, but also low-contrast objects with a large amount of noise.